
April 2013  |  43 Weeks Until Marketplace Go-Live 

In This Edition: 

 SPP rolls out roadmap to June 3 Structured 
Market Trials 

 May 1 workshop preps participants for 
Structured/Unstructured Market Trials 

 Integrated Marketplace draws 111 
participants, but registration deadline looms 

 Day-in-the-Life exercises give SPP staff chance 
to practice Marketplace roles 

Key Dates: 

 January 14-September 27, 2013: TCR Market 
Trials 

 March 18-May 16, 2013: Data Exchange 
Certification 

 May 1, 2013: Market Trials Workshop 
 June 1, 2013: Financial-only new MP 

registration deadline 
 June 3, 2013: Structured/Unstructured 

Market Trials begin 

The latest from the Marketplace workstreams: Market Trials, Settlements data; ICCP 
Handbook 

Clean and redline versions of the 
Structured/Unstructured Test MP 
Guide have been posted to SPP.org, in 
addition to a MT Participant Checklist. 
Use the Request Management System 
(RMS) for your questions. 

The TCR workstream has 
updated its technical 
specifications (APIs) and 
published version 3.0 of its 
Member Impacting Project 
Overview (MIPO) in its 
project folder. Please 
reference the Marketplace 
Change Tracker for a brief 
description of the changes 
to the technical 
specifications and the 
migration dates to the 
Sandbox and Market Trials 
environments. Questions 
should be submitted 
through the RMS. 

Settlements has posted 
updated versions of its 
technical specifications 
(APIs); please reference the 
Marketplace Change 
Tracker for a brief 
description of the changes 
and the migration dates to 
the Sandbox and Market 
Trials environments. 

An updated Portal Application Role 
Reference Guide has been posted to 
the Portal project folder for review. 
Use the RMS for your questions. 

The Registration team has 
posted version 5.1 of its 
MIPO – including 
registration date revisions – 
to the project folder for 
review. 

The ICCP workstream has 
posted version 2.0 of its 
MIPO in its project folder. 
The latest version includes 
updated information 
regarding ICCP connectivity 
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for embedded entities. 

SPP rolls out roadmap to June 3 Structured Market Trials 

SPP staff presented a new roadmap during the April Change Working Group (CWG) meeting that will 
allow the Structured/Unstructured Market Trials (SMT) to proceed as scheduled June 3, pending official 
approval from the Marketplace Go-Live Team. 

Delivery delays for key Markets and Settlements software has compressed the testing time for those 
systems. That, in turn, will affect the amount of functionality MPs will see when SMT begins. 

“It’s important to start Structured Market Trials as planned, given where we are with the schedule,” said 
SPP’s Casey Cathey, alluding to the 10 months left before Go Live. “But it’s also important to ensure our 
market participants have a quality experience with our system.” 

Cathey, the guiding force behind the Marketplace Market Trials, told the CWG the reduced functionality 
available at the onset will mean a phased start to SMT. He said core Markets functionality will be 
available to MPs in June, and Settlements functionality will be available in August. 

While Cathey said there will be risks (resource limitations and limited capabilities, for two), the phased 
approach does have its benefits. 

“This approach will give MPs direct interaction with the Markets system, it gives everyone the 
opportunity to exercise Markets processes and procedures, and it will allow resolution of operations 

http://www.spp.org/publications/SPP_IM_GoNoGo%20Approach_v1%200.pdf


issues before starting Settlements.” 

The Markets system will include the following critical functionality for SMT’s start June 3: 

 Participant bids, offers, and resource commitments. 

 Markets User Interface and API. 

 48-hour Day Ahead cases, which are now being run and solved. 

 Reliability Unit Commitment of resources and published notifications. 

 Automatic Real-Time Balancing Market (RTBM) case creation, selection, and approval. 

 And an RTBM solution which includes Location Marginal Pricing, Reserve Requirements, 
DVER/NDVER dispatch, operator overrides, OOME and VRLs. 

“This is an opportunity to observe system responsiveness and stability, and to build stakeholders’ 
confidence,” Cathey said. “It’s also an opportunity for SPP to prove its ability to support market 
participants and resolve issues in a timely manner.” 

SPP will maintain a member-facing Production environment throughout Market Trials. Specific 
Operating Days will give MPs access to SPP support for questions, troubleshooting, and other inquiries. 
The number of Operating Days per week will ramp up, from two in June to daily by year end. 

SPP has posted a Market Trials calendar that will be frequently updated to reflect activities necessary to 
make SMT successful.  

May 1 workshop preps participants for Structured/Unstructured Market Trials 

SPP is conducting an all-day workshop at its corporate offices in Little Rock May 1 to prepare and level-
set market participants (MPs) for Structured/Unstructured Market Trials – which themselves begin June 
3. Nearly 150 participants have signed up for the workshop. 

The Structured/Unstructured Market Trials (SMT) test phase will validate SPP and MPs’ systems, 
processes, and ensure staff are able to operate in alignment with the Integrated Marketplace protocols. 
The May 1 workshop will be focused on SMT’s objectives and activities, from both an SPP and MP 
perspective. 

The workshop will include overviews of the SMT’s entry criteria, the member-facing environments, the 
test scenarios, and communications between SPP and MPs. Half of the day will be spent on SMT 
scenarios. 

“This is the best way to explain to SPP and our market participants what each will be doing during the 
Structured Market Test,” said SPP’s Casey Cathey, who is leading the SMT effort.  

The workshop is intended for MPs involved in the: 

 Day Ahead Market: Offer/bid strategy, virtual activity, transactional marketing, analyzing 
clearing results, performing shadow settlements. 

 Reliability Unit Commitment: Real-time offer strategy, analyzing commitment results, 

http://www.spp.org/publications/Market_Trials_Daily_Calendar.xlsm


communication path to the resource. 

 Real-Time Balancing Market: Real-time offer strategy, real-time transaction management, 
deployment response, real-time shadow settlements, Day Ahead/Real-Time deviation shadow 
settlements. 

 Triage of MP or MP vendor’s issues to SPP, those involved in communicating weekly objectives 
to others within the MP’s organization for efficient short-term planning. 

Integrated Marketplace draws 111 participants, but registration deadlines loom 

The Integrated Marketplace has already drawn 111 registered participants – 61 asset-owning 
participants and 50 financial-only players – but several key registration deadlines are drawing near. 

Financial-only players intending to participate in the Integrated Marketplace by submitting Virtual 
Energy Offers and Virtual Energy Bids and/or planning to participate in the TCR Markets have a June 1, 
2013 deadline to submit complete registration applications. Transactional market participants (MPs) 
that miss the June 1 deadline won’t be able to participate in the Marketplace until April 1, 2014 – 
providing they register by Oct. 1, 2013.  

Resource- or asset-owning MPs who missed earlier deadlines for Marketplace registration also have 
until Oct. 1, 2013, to register for participation on April 1, 2014. 

Existing MPs also have a June 15, 2013 deadline for making changes to existing models (both the 
Marketplace and EIS Market). A refreshed model is expected to be released Aug. 1, 2013; no changes 
will be made to either model until the freeze expires April 1, 2014. 

Day-in-the-Life exercises give SPP staff chance to practice Marketplace roles 

In order to better prepare SPP staff for their role in Market Trials, SPP conducted a pair of “day-in-the-
life” workshops for critical staff April 29-30. 

Teams of employees walked through a “normal day” bid-to-bill process, discussing handoffs across their 
departments. The normal day included model changes, TCRs (Transmission Congestion Rights), the Day 
Ahead and Real-Time Balancing Markets, and a multi-day reliability assessment. 

Staff followed interaction diagrams that highlighted the handoffs between departments. The eight-hour 
workshop culminated months of planning. 

“We are reviewing key business processes and inter-departmental dependencies and handoffs,” said 
Philip Bruich, who is leading SPP’s readiness efforts. “The focus is on gaps between departments. We 
will take care of those gaps later, but we need to know where they are, first.” 

New on the Integrated Marketplace website: Market Trials scenarios, Workstream 
Liaisons 
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The Structured/Unstructured 
Market Trials scenarios – 26 in all – 
have been posted to the Market 
Trials Structured/Unstructured Test 
folder. 

An updated Workstream 
Liaisons spreadsheet has 
been posted to the 
Integrated Marketplace’s 
About the Program page. 

More information is available 
through the following resources: 

 Integrated Marketplace on 
SPP.org 

 Marketplace Workstream 
Directory (PDF) 

 Integrated Marketplace 
Scorecard (PDF) 

 SPP Customer Relations 
(questions@SPP.org) 

This message was sent by the SPP Integrated Marketplace Program. 

Please refer to the Integrated Marketplace Workstream Email Address List if you have questions or feedback on the content of 
this message. 
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